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Cisco Next-Generation Security Solutions 2016-07-06
network threats are emerging and changing faster than ever before cisco next generation network security
technologies give you all the visibility and control you need to anticipate and meet tomorrow s threats wherever
they appear now three cisco network security experts introduce these products and solutions and offer expert
guidance for planning deploying and operating them the authors present authoritative coverage of cisco asa
with firepower services cisco firepower threat defense ftd cisco next generation ips appliances the cisco security
appliance wsa with integrated advanced malware protection amp cisco email security appliance esa with
integrated advanced malware protection amp cisco amp threatgrid malware analysis and threat intelligence and
the cisco firepower management center fmc you ll find everything you need to succeed easy to follow
configurations application case studies practical triage and troubleshooting methodologies and much more
effectively respond to changing threat landscapes and attack continuums design cisco asa with firepower
services and cisco firepower threat defense ftd solutions set up configure and troubleshoot the cisco asa
firepower services module and cisco firepower threat defense walk through installing amp private clouds deploy
cisco amp for networks and configure malware and file policies implement amp for content security and
configure file reputation and file analysis services master cisco amp for endpoints including custom detection
application control and policy management make the most of the amp threatgrid dynamic malware analysis
engine manage next generation security devices with the firepower management center fmc plan implement
and configure cisco next generation ips including performance and redundancy create cisco next generation ips
custom reports and analyses quickly identify the root causes of security problems



Cisco CyberOps Associate CBROPS 200-201 Official Cert Guide
2020-11-23
trust the best selling official cert guide series from cisco press to help you learn prepare and practice for exam
success they are built with the objective of providing assessment review and practice to help ensure you are
fully prepared for your certification exam master cisco cyberops associate cbrops 200 201 exam topics assess
your knowledge with chapter opening quizzes review key concepts with exam preparation tasks this is the
ebook edition of the ciscocyberops associate cbrops 200 201 official cert guide this ebook does not include
access to the companion website with practice exam that comes with the print edition cisco cyberops associate
cbrops 200 201 official cert guide presents you with an organized test preparation routine through the use of
proven series elements and techniques do i know this already quizzes open each chapter and enable you to
decide how much time you need to spend on each section exam topic lists make referencing easy chapter
ending exam preparation tasks help you drill on key concepts you must know thoroughly cisco cyberops
associate cbrops 200 201 official cert guide focuses specifically on the cisco cbrops exam objectives leading
cisco technology expert omar santos shares preparation hints and test taking tips helping you identify areas of
weakness and improve both your conceptual knowledge and hands on skills material is presented in a concise
manner focusing on increasing your understanding and retention of exam topics well regarded for its level of
detail assessment features comprehensive design scenarios and challenging review questions and exercises
this official study guide helps you master the concepts and techniques that will enable you to succeed on the
exam the first time the official study guide helps you master all the topics on the cisco cyberops associate
cbrops 200 201 exam including security concepts security monitoring host based analysis network intrusion
analysis security policies and procedures



Solar Trillions - Japanese Ed. 2013-03
tony seba solar trillions solar trillions reveals market opportunities worth 35 trillion of the 382 trillion the world
will spend in energy by 2050 like mobile phones personal computers and the internet in the 80s and 90s solar is
growing exponentially and it will soon grab a large share of the energy market the author shows immediate as
well as long term market opportunities and why science facts and tech trends make solar inevitable here are
the seven amazing opportunities 1 utility scale solar desert power 9 trillion to provide all of america s electricity
today we would need just 100 by 100 mile square of desert 2 powering industry 7 1 trillion 24 7 solar power is
here and can reliably run factories industry from food processing to pharmaceuticals to data centers 3 island
village power 2 6 trillion two billion people around the world thousands of islands and millions of villages pay up
to 10 times today s solar cost 4 residential solar power to the people 8 7 trillion solar is already cheaper than
grid electricity in hundreds of markets 5 clean water bottled electricity 1 5 trillion we will hit peak water before
we hit peak oil 6 storage energy in a box 5 trillion the race for electricity storage batteries is on the first 24 7
solar power plant is on solar csp is way ahead 7 smart grid internet times ten 6 5 trillion the ebay of the smart
grid is here

Architectural Transformations in Network Services and
Distributed Systems 2017-03-23
with the given work we decided to help not only the readers but ourselves as the professionals who actively
involved in the networking branch with understanding the trends that have developed in recent two decades in
distributed systems and networks important architecture transformations of distributed systems have been
examined the examples of new architectural solutions are discussed



Internet of Everythingの衝撃 2015-02-06
シスコが予見する すべての人 モノ デバイスがインターネットに繋がる世界とサービスの可能性を語る

スマートグリッド革命 2010-06
スマートグリッドの世界でいま 誰もがエネルギー作りに参加できる ユーエネルギー に向けた進化が起こりつつあります 誰もが太陽光発電などエコな再生可能エネルギーを提供し 相互に融通しあえる それが
スマートグリッド革命 です インターネットにつながっている人口の4倍 40億人の巨大なネットワーク経済の出現は ビジネス 社会 生活を大きく変えていきます

Sustainable Cities and Communities Design Handbook 2017-11-27
sustainable communities design handbook green engineering architecture and technology second edition brings
together the major players responsible for sustainable development at both community and metropolitan scales
the book aims to explain and demonstrate the practice planning design building and managing of the
engineering architectural and economic development of cities and communities to meet sustainable
development objectives offering a holistic approach to creating sustainable communities the book includes a 40
percent increase in new methods and technology over the last edition and 50 percent more case studies from
around the world to illustrate how common sustainability problems are solved as the concept and practices of a
sustainable built environment have evolved over the years it is increasingly recognized that the scope should be
expanded beyond individual buildings to the community scale written by an international team of engineers
architects and environmental experts this second edition includes new hvac technologies for heating and
cooling energy effect technologies for lighting and new construction materials which improve heating and
cooling efficiencies this new edition will also include critical updates on international codes leed breeam and
green globes explains the most cutting edge green technologies and methods for use in built communities
provides a common approach in using natural resources when building and designing green communities
features coverage of green practices from architecture to construction covers compliance with various



international codes methods and legal frameworks

Soft Computing in Computer and Information Science 2015-03-19
this book presents a carefully selected and reviewed collection of papers presented during the 19th advanced
computer systems conference acs 2014 the advanced computer systems conference concentrated from its
beginning on methods and algorithms of artificial intelligence further future brought new areas of interest
concerning technical informatics related to soft computing and some more technological aspects of computer
science such as multimedia and computer graphics software engineering web systems information security and
safety or project management these topics are represented in the present book under the categories artificial
intelligence design of information and multimedia systems information technology security and software
technologies

CCNA Cyber Ops SECOPS – Certification Guide 210-255 2019-07-04
develop your cybersecurity knowledge to obtain ccna cyber ops certification and gain professional skills to
identify and remove potential threats key featuresexplore different security analysis tools and develop your
knowledge to confidently pass the 210 255 secops examgrasp real world cybersecurity skills such as threat
analysis event correlation and identifying malicious activitylearn through mock tests useful tips and up to date
exam questionsbook description cybersecurity roles have grown exponentially in the it industry and an
increasing number of organizations have set up security operations centers socs to monitor and respond to
security threats the 210 255 secops exam is the second of two exams required for the cisco ccna cyber ops
certification by providing you with fundamental knowledge of soc events this certification validates your skills in
managing cybersecurity processes such as analyzing threats and malicious activities conducting security
investigations and using incident playbooks you ll start by understanding threat analysis and computer forensics
which will help you build the foundation for learning intrusion analysis and incident response principles the book
will then guide you through vocabulary and techniques for analyzing data from the network and previous events



in later chapters you ll discover how to identify analyze correlate and respond to incidents including how to
communicate technical and inaccessible non technical examples you ll be able to build on your knowledge as
you learn through examples and practice questions and finally test your knowledge with two mock exams that
allow you to put what you ve learned to the test by the end of this book you ll have the skills to confidently pass
the secops 210 255 exam and achieve ccna cyber ops certification what you will learnget up to speed with the
principles of threat analysis in a network and on a host deviceunderstand the impact of computer
forensicsexamine typical and atypical network data to identify intrusionsidentify the role of the soc and explore
other individual roles in incident responseanalyze data and events using common frameworkslearn the phases
of an incident and how incident response priorities change for each phasewho this book is for this book is for
anyone who wants to prepare for the cisco 210 255 secops exam ccna cyber ops if you re interested in
cybersecurity have already completed cybersecurity training as part of your formal education or you work in
cyber ops and just need a new certification this book is for you the certification guide looks at cyber operations
from the ground up consolidating concepts you may or may not have heard about before to help you become a
better cybersecurity operator

CCNP and CCIE Enterprise Core ENCOR 350-401 Official Cert
Guidee 2019-12-02
trust the best selling official cert guide series from cisco press to help you learn prepare and practice for exam
success they are built with the objective of providing assessment review and practice to help ensure you are
fully prepared for your certification exam master cisco ccnp ccie encor exam topics assess your knowledge with
chapter opening quizzes review key concepts with exam preparation tasks this is the ebook edition of the ccnp
and ccie enterprise core encor 350 401 official cert guide this ebook does not include access to the pearson test
prep practice exams that comes with the print edition ccnp and ccie enterprise core encor 350 401 official cert
guide presents you with an organized test preparation routine through the use of proven series elements and
techniques do i know this already quizzes open each chapter and enable you to decide how much time you need



to spend on each section exam topic lists make referencing easy chapter ending exam preparation tasks help
you drill on key concepts you must know thoroughly ccnp and ccie enterprise core encor 350 401 official cert
guide focuses specifically on the objectives for the cisco ccnp ccie encor 350 401 exam networking experts brad
edgeworth ramiro garza rios dave hucaby and jason gooley share preparation hints and test taking tips helping
you identify areas of weakness and improve both your conceptual knowledge and hands on skills material is
presented in a concise manner focusing on increasing your understanding and retention of exam topics this
complete study package includes a test preparation routine proven to help you pass the exams do i know this
already quizzes which enable you to decide how much time you need to spend on each section chapter ending
exercises which help you drill on key concepts you must know thoroughly practice exercises that help you
enhance your knowledge more than 90 minutes of video mentoring from the author a final preparation chapter
which guides you through tools and resources to help you craft your review and test taking strategies study plan
suggestions and templates to help you organize and optimize your study time well regarded for its level of
detail assessment features comprehensive design scenarios and challenging review questions and exercises
this official study guide helps you master the concepts and techniques that will enable you to succeed on the
exam the first time the official study guide helps you master all the topics on the ccnp ccie encor exam
including enterprise network architecture virtualization network assurance security automation

Greening the Media 2012-06-28
greening the media rethinks media technologies from an ecological perspective developing a new approach to
historical and social analysis of information and communication technology

Network World 2001-08-06
for more than 20 years network world has been the premier provider of information intelligence and insight for
network and it executives responsible for the digital nervous systems of large organizations readers are
responsible for designing implementing and managing the voice data and video systems their companies use to



support everything from business critical applications to employee collaboration and electronic commerce

Investing In Smart Grids 2011-01-10
this reference guide provides a detailed perspective on the investing opportunities in smart grid technologies
and services as well as an indication of the direction of trends in the sector significant attention is also given to
the companies operating within the sector

Global Sustainable Communities Handbook 2014-02-10
global sustainable communities handbook is a guide for understanding and complying with the various
international codes methods and legal hurtles surrounding the creation of sustainable communities all over the
world the book provides an introduction to sustainable development technology and infrastructure outlines
codes standards and guidelines written by experts from across the globe includes methods for the green use of
natural resources in built communities clearly explains the most cutting edge green technologies provides a
common approach to building green communities covers green practices from architecture to construction

Cyber Security for Industrial Control Systems 2016-03-23
cyber security for industrial control systems from the viewpoint of close loop provides a comprehensive
technical guide on up to date new secure defending theories and technologies novel design and systematic
understanding of secure architecture with practical applications the book consists of 10 chapters which are
divided into three parts the first three chapters extensively introduce secure state estimation technologies
providing a systematic presentation on the latest progress in security issues regarding state estimation the next
five chapters focus on the design of secure feedback control technologies in industrial control systems
displaying an extraordinary difference from that of traditional secure defending approaches from the viewpoint



of network and communication the last two chapters elaborate on the systematic secure control architecture
and algorithms for various concrete application scenarios the authors provide detailed descriptions on attack
model and strategy analysis intrusion detection secure state estimation and control game theory in closed loop
systems and various cyber security applications the book is useful to anyone interested in secure theories and
technologies for industrial control systems

IoT 2020-06-03
iot security and privacy paradigm covers the evolution of security and privacy issues in the internet of things iot
it focuses on bringing all security and privacy related technologies into one source so that students researchers
and practitioners can refer to this book for easy understanding of iot security and privacy issues this edited
book uses security engineering and privacy by design principles to design a secure iot ecosystem and to
implement cyber security solutions this book takes the readers on a journey that begins with understanding the
security issues in iot enabled technologies and how it can be applied in various aspects it walks readers through
engaging with security challenges and builds a safe infrastructure for iot devices the book helps readers gain an
understand of security architecture through iot and describes the state of the art of iot countermeasures it also
differentiates security threats in iot enabled infrastructure from traditional ad hoc or infrastructural networks
and provides a comprehensive discussion on the security challenges and solutions in rfid wsns in iot this book
aims to provide the concepts of related technologies and novel findings of the researchers through its chapter
organization the primary audience includes specialists researchers graduate students designers experts and
engineers who are focused on research and security related issues souvik pal phd has worked as assistant
professor in nalanda institute of technology bhubaneswar and jis college of engineering kolkata naac a
accredited college he is the organizing chair and plenary speaker of rice conference in vietnam and organizing
co convener of icicit tunisia he has served in many conferences as chair keynote speaker and he also chaired
international conference sessions and presented session talks internationally his research area includes cloud
computing big data wireless sensor network wsn internet of things and data analytics vicente garcía díaz phd is
an associate professor in the department of computer science at the university of oviedo languages and



computer systems area he is also the editor of several special issues in prestigious journals such as scientific
programming and international journal of interactive multimedia and artificial intelligence his research interests
include elearning machine learning and the use of domain specific languages in different areas dac nhuong le
phd is deputy head of faculty of information technology and vice director of information technology apply and
foreign language training center haiphong university vietnam his area of research includes evaluation
computing and approximate algorithms network communication security and vulnerability network performance
analysis and simulation cloud computing iot and image processing in biomedical presently he is serving on the
editorial board of several international journals and has authored nine computer science books published by
springer wiley crc press lambert publication and scholar press

InfoWorld 2004-09-20
infoworld is targeted to senior it professionals content is segmented into channels and topic centers infoworld
also celebrates people companies and projects

Global Energy Innovation 2011-11-04
the world is entering the third industrial revolution an era of remarkable progress in science and technology that
will require a global shift away from reliance on fossil fuel and carbon based energy this book explains how
america can lead the effort to reverse global warming and become the world leader in global energy innovation
america is trailing other parts of the developed world in terms of its development of and commitment to
renewable energy in europe and asia sustainable communities smart green grids and emerging environmentally
sound technologies are becoming common the united states must move beyond the lethargy and defeatism of
the 9 11 era rediscover its ability to lead in technological inventiveness and revitalize its economy via the
creation of green jobs and sustainable carbon neutral communities because the lives of america s children and
grandchildren are at stake america must act quickly global energy innovation why america must lead explains
why the emerging third industrial revolution will become the largest social and economic megatrend of the post



modern era with its comprehensive up to date examination of renewable energy systems and related green
technologies this book represents a call to action that will benefit any reader regardless of their status as a lay
person scholar or scientist

The New New Deal 2012-08-14
a riveting story about change in the obama era and an essential handbook forvoters who want the truth about
the president his record and his enemies by time senior correspondent grunwald

CCNP and CCIE Enterprise Core ENCOR 350-401 Exam Cram
2022-03-25
ccnp and ccie enterprise core encor 350 401 exam cram is the perfect study guide to help you pass the updated
encor 350 401 exam a core requirement for your ccnp enterprise ccie enterprise infrastructure or ccie
enterprise wireless certification it delivers expert coverage and practice questions for every exam topic
including implementation of core enterprise network technologies involving dual stack ipv4 and ipv6
architecture virtualization infrastructure network assurance security and automation its comprehensive proven
preparation tools include exam objective mapping to help you focus your study a self assessment section for
evaluating your motivations and readiness concise easy to read exam topic overviews exam alerts highlighting
key concepts bullet lists and summaries for easy review cramsavers cramquizzes and chapter ending practice
questions to help you assess your understanding notes indicating areas of concern or specialty training tips to
help you build a better foundation of knowledge an extensive glossary of terms and acronyms the popular
cramsheet tear out collecting the most difficult to remember facts and numbers you should memorize before
taking the test ccnp and ccie enterprise core encor 350 401 helps you master all key encor exam 350 401 topics
understand cisco infrastructure including layer 2 layer 3 igps and bgp ip services and enterprise wireless secure
enterprise networks by safeguarding device access network access infrastructure rest apis wireless systems and



designing network security automate networks with python json yang data models dna center vmanage rest
apis eem applets configuration management and orchestration master enterprise network design architecture
deploy wlans compare on prem and cloud infrastructure implement sd wan sd access qos and switching use
basic virtualization virtual pathing and virtual network extensions perform network assurance tasks troubleshoot
and monitor networks work with ip sla dna center netconf and restconf this ebook edition of ccnp and ccie
enterprise core encor 350 401 exam cram does not include access to the companion website with practice
exam s included with the print or premium edition

Sustainable Communities Design Handbook 2010-07-03
the objective of sustainable communities design handbook is to ensure a better quality of life for everyone both
now and for generations to come this means creating a better and safer environment internationally through
the sustainable use of natural resources encouraging sustainable development which supports a strong
economy and ensuring a high quality environment that can be enjoyed by all sustainable development
partnerships brings together in one reference today s most cutting edge technologies and methods for creating
sustainable communities with this book environmental engineers civil engineers architects mechanical
engineers and energy engineers find a common approach to building environmental friendly communities which
are energy efficient the five part treatment starts with a clear and rigorous exposition of sustainable
development in practice followed by self contained chapters concerning applications methods for the
sustainable use of natural resources in built communities clearly explains the most cutting edge sustainable
technologies provides a common approach to building sustainable communities coverage of sustainable
practices from architecture to construction

Exam CCNP Enterprise 300-415 ENSDWI - Implementing Cisco SD-



WAN Solutions (SDWAN300) 33 Test Prep Question 2020-09-18
this book is designed to be an ancillary to the classes labs and hands on practice that you have diligently
worked on in preparing to obtain your ccnp enterprise certification by passing the 300 415 ensdwi implementing
cisco sd wan solutions sdwan300 exam i won t bother talking about the benefits of certifications this book tries
to reinforce the knowledge that you have gained in your process of studying it is meant as one of the end steps
in your preparation for the ccnp enterprise exam this book is short but it will give you a good gauge of your
readiness learning can be seen in 4 stages 1 unconscious incompetence 2 conscious incompetence 3 conscious
competence 4 unconscious competence this book will assume the reader has already gone through the needed
classes labs and practice it is meant to take the reader from stage 2 conscious incompetence to stage 3
conscious competence at stage 3 you should be ready to take the exam only real world scenarios and work
experience will take you to stage 4 unconscious competence i am not an author by trade my goal is not to write
the cleanest of a book this book will get to the gist of things no frills no thrills the only purpose is to have the
reader pass the ccnp enterprise exam before we get started we all have doubts when preparing to take an
exam what is your reason and purpose for taking this exam remember your reason and purpose when you have
some doubts obstacle is the way control your mind attitude and you can control the situation persistence leads
to confidence confidence erases doubts

CCNP and CCIE Security Core SCOR 350-701 Exam Cram
2024-04-02
this is the ebook version of the print title note that the ebook does not provide access to the practice test
software that accompanies the print book learn prepare and practice for ccnp and ccie security core scor 350
701 exam success with this exam cram from pearson it certification a leader in it certification learning master
ccnp and ccie security core scor 350 701 exam topics assess your knowledge with chapter ending quizzes
review key concepts with exam preparation tasks ccnp and ccie security core scor 350 701 exam cram is a best



of breed exam study guide three cisco experts share preparation hints and test taking tips helping you identify
areas of weakness and improve both your conceptual knowledge and hands on skills material is presented in a
concise manner focusing on increasing your understanding and retention of exam topics the book presents you
with an organized test preparation routine through the use of proven series elements and techniques exam
topic lists make referencing easy chapter ending exam preparation tasks help you drill on key concepts you
must know thoroughly well regarded for its level of detail assessment features and challenging review questions
and exercises this study guide helps you master the concepts and techniques that will allow you to succeed on
the exam the first time including compare common security vulnerabilities such as software bugs weak and or
hardcoded passwords owasp top ten missing encryption ciphers buffer overflow path traversal and cross site
scripting forgery configure aaa for device and network access such as tacacs and radius implement
segmentation access control policies avc url filtering malware protection and intrusion policies identify security
capabilities deployment models and policy management to secure the cloud configure cloud logging and
monitoring methodologies implement traffic redirection and capture methods for web proxy describe the
components capabilities and benefits of cisco umbrella configure endpoint antimalware protection using cisco
secure endpoint describe the uses and importance of a multifactor authentication mfa strategy describe identity
management and secure network access concepts such as guest services profiling posture assessment and
byod explain exfiltration techniques dns tunneling https email ftp ssh scp sftp icmp messenger irc and ntp

Delete Me: An Argument Against Facebook 2013-09-20
delete me an argument against facebook details how facebook users are lured into using the network and then
decieved into sharing large amounts of information about themselves and their contacts this collection process
raises a number of questions such as how did facebook get here what role does it play in government and
where is it headed the text sets out to answer these questions and more for readers who may be interested in
understanding what facebook really is



The Deal 2010
today s advancements in technology have brought about a new era of speed and simplicity for consumers and
businesses due to these new benefits the possibilities of universal connectivity storage and computation are
made tangible thus leading the way to new internet of things solutions resource management and efficiency in
cloud computing environments is an authoritative reference source for the latest scholarly research on the
emerging trends of cloud computing and reveals the benefits cloud paths provide to consumers featuring
coverage across a range of relevant perspectives and topics such as big data cloud security and utility
computing this publication is an essential source for researchers students and professionals seeking current
research on the organization and productivity of cloud computing environments

Resource Management and Efficiency in Cloud Computing
Environments 2016-11-08
the main objective of csait 2013 is to provide a forum for researchers educators engineers and government
officials involved in the general areas of computational sciences and information technology to disseminate
their latest research results and exchange views on the future research directions of these fields a medium like
this provides an opportunity to the academicians and industrial professionals to exchange and integrate
practice of computer science application of the academic ideas improve the academic depth the in depth
discussions on the subject provide an international communication platform for educational technology and
scientific research for the world s universities engineering field experts professionals and business executives

Proceedings of International Conference on Computer Science and



Information Technology 2014-01-23
the world is addressing the insistent challenge of climate change and the need for innovative solutions has
become paramount in this period of technical developments artificial intelligence ai has emerged as a powerful
instrument with enormous prospects to combat climate change and other environmental subjects ai s ability to
process vast amounts of data identify patterns and make intelligent predictions offers unprecedented
opportunities to tackle this global crisis high performance computing hpc or super computing environments
address these large and complex challenges with individual nodes computers working together in a cluster
connected group to perform massive amounts of computing in a short period creating and removing these
clusters is often automated in the cloud to reduce costs computer networks communication systems and other
it infrastructures have a growing environmental footprint due to significant energy consumption and
greenhouse gas emissions to address this seemingly self defeating conundrum and create a truly sustainable
environment new energy models algorithms methodologies platforms tools and systems are required to support
next generation computing and communication infrastructures harnessing high performance computing and ai
for environmental sustainability navigates through ai driven solutions from sustainable agriculture and land
management to energy optimization and smart grids it unveils how ai algorithms can analyze colossal datasets
offering unprecedented insights into climate modeling weather prediction and long term climate trends
integrating ai powered optimization algorithms revolutionizes energy systems propelling the transition towards
a low carbon future by reducing greenhouse gas emissions and enhancing efficiency this book is ideal for
educators environmentalists industry professionals and researchers alike and it explores the ethical dimensions
and policies surrounding ai s contribution to environmental development

Harnessing High-Performance Computing and AI for



Environmental Sustainability 2024-05-15
a not so quiet revolution seems to be occurring in wealthy capitalist societies supermarkets selling guilt free
fairtrade products lifestyle tv gurus exhorting us to eat less buy local and go green neighbourhood action
groups bent on swopping not shopping and this is happening not at the margins of society but at its heart in the
shopping centres and homes of ordinary people today we are seeing a mainstreaming of ethical concerns
around consumption that reflects an increasing anxiety with and accompanying sense of responsibility for the
risks and excesses of contemporary lifestyles in the global north this collection of essays provides a range of
critical tools for understanding the turn towards responsible or conscience consumption and in the process
interrogates the notion that we can shop our way to a more ethical sustainable future written by leading
international scholars from a variety of disciplinary backgrounds and drawing upon examples from across the
globe ethical consumption makes a major contribution to the still fledgling field of ethical consumption studies
this collection is a must read for anyone interested in the relationship between consumer culture and
contemporary social life

Ethical Consumption 2013-01-11
solar trillions reveals market opportunities worth 35 trillion of the 382 trillion we ll spend in energy by 2050 the
author shows why solar is the only clean energy source that can scale and why disruptive tech make it
inevitable here are the seven amazing opportunities 1 desert power 9 trillion to provide all of america s
electricity today we would need just 100 by 100 mile square of desert 2 powering industry 7 1 trillion 24 7 solar
power is here and can reliably run factories industry 3 island village power 2 6 trillion two billion people around
the world pay up to 10 times today s pv cost 4 power to the people 8 7 trillion with solar bipv walls windows and
bricks will make money for building owners 5 bottled electricity 1 5 trillion we will hit peak water before we hit
peak oil 6 energy in a box 5 trillion the race for electricity batteries is on solar thermal is ahead 7 internet times
ten 6 5 trillion the ebay of electricity is coming



Solar Trillions 2010
irena s innovation landscape report highlights innovations in enabling technologies

Innovation Landscape brief: Internet of Things 2019-09-01
pinson mounds middle woodland ceremonialism in the midsouth is a comprehensive overview and
reinterpretation of the largest middle woodland mound complex in the southeast located in west tennessee
about ten miles south of jackson the pinson mounds complex includes at least thirteen mounds a geometric
earthen embankment and contemporary short term occupation areas within an area of about four hundred
acres a unique feature of pinson mounds is the presence of five large rectangular platform mounds from eight
to seventy two feet in height around a d 100 pinson mounds was a pilgrimage center that drew visitors from
well beyond the local population and accommodated many distinct cultural groups and people of varied social
stations stylistically nonlocal ceramics have been found in virtually every excavated locality all together
representing a large portion of the southeast along with an overview of this important and unique mound
complex pinson mounds also provides a reassessment of roughly contemporary centers in the greater midsouth
and lower mississippi valley and challenges past interpretations of the hopewell phenomenon in the region

Pinson Mounds 2013-10-01
with a foreword from paul king chief executive uk green building council and chairman zero carbon hub as
concerns over climate change and resource constraints grow many cities across the world are trying to achieve
a low carbon transition although new zero carbon buildings are an important part of the story in existing cities
the transformation of the current building stock and urban infrastructure must inevitably form the main focus
for transitioning to a low carbon and sustainable future by 2050 urban retrofitting for sustainability brings
together interdisciplinary research contributions from leading international experts to focus on key issues such



as systems innovation financing tools governance energy and water management the chapters consider not
only the knowledge and technical tools available but looks forward to how they can be implemented in real
cities by 2050

Urban Retrofitting for Sustainability 2014-01-21
the book is divided into three volumes to cover all computing topics this is the first volume and it has 23
chapters it focuses on general computing techniques such as cloud computing grid computing pervasive
computing optical computing web computing parallel computing distributed computing high performance
computing gpu computing exascale extreme computing in memory computing embedded computing quantum
computing and green computing

Emerging Computing Techniques in Engineering 2022-11-17
this book gathers the proceedings of the 2018 international conference on digital science dsic 18 held in budva
montenegro on october 19 21 2018 dsic 18 was an international forum for researchers and practitioners to
present and discuss the latest innovations trends results experiences and concerns in digital science the main
goal of the conference was to efficiently disseminate original findings in the natural and social sciences art the
humanities the contributions address the following topics digital agriculture food technology digital art
humanities digital economics digital education digital engineering digital environmental sciences digital finance
business banking digital health care hospitals rehabilitation digital media digital medicine pharma public health
digital public administration digital technology applied sciences digital virtual reality

Digital Science 2018-10-18
the 7th international conference on embedded and multimedia computing emc 12 will be held in gwangju korea



on september 6 8 2012 emc 12 will be the most comprehensive conference focused on the various aspects of
advances in embedded and multimedia em computing emc 12 will provide an opportunity for academic and
industry professionals to discuss the latest issues and progress in the area of em in addition the conference will
publish high quality papers which are closely related to the various theories and practical applications in em
furthermore we expect that the conference and its publications will be a trigger for further related research and
technology improvements in this important subject the emc 12 is the next event in a series of highly successful
international conference on embedded and multimedia computing previously held as emc 2011 china aug 2011
emc 2010 philippines aug 2010 em com 2009 korea dec 2009 umc 08 australia oct 2008 eso 08 china dec 2008
ums 08 korea april 2008 ums 07 singapore jan 2007 eso 07 taiwan dec 2007 eso 06 korea aug 2006

Embedded and Multimedia Computing Technology and Service
2012-08-31
innovation and disruption at the grid s edge examines the viable developments in peer to peer transactions
enabled by open platforms on the grid s edge with consumers and prosumers using more electronic platforms to
trade surplus electricity from rooftop solar panels share a storage battery or use smart gadgets that manage
load and self generation the grid s edge is becoming crowded the book examines the growing number of
consumers engaging in self generation and storage and analyzes the underlying causes and drivers of change
as well as the implications of how the utility sector particularly the distribution network should could be
regulated the book also explores how tariffs are set and revenues are collected to cover both fixed and variable
costs in a sustainable way this reference is useful for anyone interested in the areas of energy generation and
regulation especially stakeholders engaged in the generation transmission and distribution of power examines
the new players that will disrupt the energy grid markets offers unique coverage of an emerging and
unpublished topic helps the reader understand up to date energy regulations and pricing innovations



Innovation and Disruption at the Grid’s Edge 2017-05-10
the information infrastructure comprising computers embedded devices networks and software systems is vital
to operations in every sector inf mation technology telecommunications energy banking and nance tra portation
systems chemicals agriculture and food defense industrial base public health and health care national
monuments and icons drinking water and water treatment systems commercial facilities dams emergency
services commercial nuclear reactors materials and waste postal and shipping and government facilities global
business and industry governments indeed ciety itself cannot function if major components of the critical
information infrastructure are degraded disabled or destroyed this book critical infrastructure protection iv is the
fourth volume in the annual series produced by ifip working group 11 10 on critical infr tructure protection an
active international community of scientists engineers practitioners and policy makers dedicated to advancing
research development and implementation e orts related to critical infrastructure protection the book presents
original research results and innovative applications in the area of infrastructure protection also it highlights the
importance of weaving s ence technology and policy in crafting sophisticated yet practical solutions that will
help secure information computer and network assets in the various critical infrastructure sectors this volume
contains seventeen edited papers from the fourth annual ifip working group 11 10 international conference on
critical infrastructure p tection held at the national defense university washington dc march 15 17 2010 the
papers were refereed by members of ifip working group 11 10 and other internationally recognized experts in
critical infrastructure prot tion

Critical Infrastructure Protection IV 2010-10-20
these contributions written by the foremost international researchers and practitioners of genetic programming
gp explore the synergy between theoretical and empirical results on real world problems producing a
comprehensive view of the state of the art in gp topics in this volume include multi objective genetic
programming learning heuristics kaizen programming evolution of everything eve lexicase selection behavioral



program synthesis symbolic regression with noisy training data graph databases and multidimensional
clustering it also covers several chapters on best practices and lesson learned from hands on experience
additional application areas include financial operations genetic analysis and predicting product choice readers
will discover large scale real world applications of gp to a variety of problem domains via in depth presentations
of the latest and most significant results

Genetic Programming Theory and Practice XIII 2016-12-20
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